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About NU
NU is a not-for-profit university notified by the Government of Rajasthan in 2009 and
is established u/s 2(f) of UGC Act. A premier institution marked by higher learning
and research, NU seeks to create original thinkers who will lead the knowledge
society of the future. The university inherits more than three decades of rich expertise
and global know-how of the NIIT Group.
Nurtured by some of the foremost thought leaders and corporate practitioners of the
country, the multi-disciplinary university focuses on emerging areas of technology
and management.

Recognized amongst cleanest HEI

Location
It is located in a 100-acre campus at Neemrana, Rajasthan, about 90 minutes from Delhi
Airport on NH-8. Nestled in the Aravali hills, the fully-residential, award-winning green
campus offers an idyllic and intellectually vibrant environment for pursuing higher
education and research.

Residential Campus:
Swachhata Ranking Awards 2018,
MHRD, GOI
The Greenest and the most
Environment-friendly Campus:

Neemrana,
Rajasthan

India Today 2012
Eco-Corporate of the Year,
Eco Campus:
3rd YES BANK Natural
Capital Awards 2017
Best Infrastructure of the Year:
Indian Education Congress
& Award 2017
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"

A university is not just a place of learning.
It’s the place where you build your future.

"
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Core Principles
NU is dedicated to building great careers and ensuring excellent career opportunities to all its students. It has been
developed as an institute of excellence to provide exceptional education based on its four core principles that make
learning ‘Industry-linked, Technology-based, Research-driven and Seamless’.

Industry Linked

Technology-based

Research Driven

Seamless

NU undergraduate
students get a number of
opportunities to work with
industry during the four
years, including industry
sponsored projects,
summer internships and
one semester of Industry
Practice.

NU uses leading-edge
technology in all its
functions and activities,
such as teaching-learning,
testing & evaluation, selflearning, personalised
learning and university
management.

Every student undertakes
research from first year. Our
well-equipped laboratories
and research culture keep
our students actively
engaged in a variety of
research projects.

The Seamless Core Principle
aims to bridge the many
divides that exist – curricular
and co-curricular, world of
study and world of work
and lack of multidisciplinary
experiences in the
curriculum.

Top Reasons to Join NU
• Awarded as ‘University of the Year – North’
• Undergraduate Research Projects right from 1st year
• Six-months Immersive Industry Practice
• Credits through Co-Curricular Activities
• 31% Individualised Curriculum
• Ideal Location – 90 minutes’ drive from Delhi Airport
• 100-acre green residential campus
• 100% Placements* Record
• Over 600 Placement & Industry Practice partners
• Powered by NIIT Group’s 38 years of excellence in education
*For all those students eligible and opted in for placements, including 6% self-placed
studentds. Past record is no guarantee for future job prospects.
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Founders
Rajendra S. Pawar

Vijay K. Thadani

Chairman and Co-Founder, NIIT Limited

Vice Chairman and MD, NIIT Limited

Founder, NIIT University

Co-Founder, NIIT University

Mr. Rajendra S. Pawar is Chairman and Co-founder of
the NIIT Group, that encompasses two businesses—
NIIT Technologies Limited, the software and services
arm and NIIT Limited, the leading Global Talent
Development Corporation. Mr. Pawar has played a
leadership role in nurturing NIIT and building it into a
leading Global Talent Development Corporation.

Vijay K. Thadani is the Vice Chairman and MD of NIIT,
Asia's leading Global Talent Development Corporation.
Mr. Thadani also serves on the Board of NIIT Technologies
Limited, servicing customers in the USA, Europe, Japan,
Asia Pacific, and India.

“A university is not just a place of learning. It’s the place where you build your future.”
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DR. KRISHNASWAMY
KASTURIRANGAN
FORMER DIRECTOR, ISRO & CHAIRPERSON,
NIIT UNIVERSITY.
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Dr. Kasturirangan completed his Master of Science in Physics from Bombay University and received
his Doctorate in Experimental High Energy Astronomy in 1971, while working at the Physical Research
Laboratory, Ahmedabad. As the former Chairman of Indian Space Research Organisation, he led the
Indian space programme from 1994 to 2003.
Under his leadership, the programme witnessed several major milestones including the successful
launching and operationalisation of India’s prestigious launch vehicles, the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle and the Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle. Studies on the advance version of GSLV
and GSLVMk-III were also completed including defining its full configuration. He also led the initiative
for India to enter the planetary exploration era by extensive studies leading to the definition of
Chandrayan-1.
His interests include astrophysics, space science and technology as well as science related policies.
Dr. Kasturirangan has held several distinguished positions in his career, including:
•

Chairman, Inter-University Centre for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA)

•

Chancellor, Central University of Rajasthan

•

Chairman, Public Affairs Centre, Bangalore

•

Member, Atomic Energy Commission

•

Director & Professor Emeritus at National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), Bangalore

•

Honorary Distinguished Advisor, Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)

•

Member, Upper House of the Indian Parliament (2003- 2009)

•

Member of the Planning Commission

•

Chairman, Committee for formulating new National Education Policy
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Board of Management
Academic Governance
Dr K Kasturirangan

Rajendra S Pawar

Vijay Thadani

Prof. VS Rao

Prof. Parimal V Mandke

Chairman – BOM &
Former Director ISRO

Chairman and
Co-Founder, NIIT Limited

Vice Chairman and MD,
NIIT Limited

President - NIIT
University

Vice President,
NU

Prof. RC Malhotra

Harpal Singh

Arjun Malhotra

Chairman, Impact
Projects Pvt Ltd

Prof. Eswaran
Narasimhan

P Rajendran

Former Director, IIT
Kanpur

Joint Managing Director
NIIT Ltd

Chairman,
Evolko Inc

Professor, NU

Som Mittal

Dr Smarajit Dey

Arvind Thakur

Ashok Arora

Former President &
Chairman, NASSCOM

Education Strategy
Expert

Former CEO, NIIT
Technologies & Senior
Advisor to the Board, NIIT
Technologies

Financial
Advisor
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Prof. V S Rao
President – NIIT University

Welcome to NIIT University, an institute
dedicated to ensuring great careers for
our students. We ensure exciting careers
for our students through deep industry
linkages, research culture from day one,
pervasive integration of work, play and life,
and usage of technology everywhere. These
Principles of NIIT University are the perfect
embodiment of a ‘University of the Future’
which you can sense in all aspects of the
university, from academics to infrastructure.

Prof Parimal V Mandke

Founding Professors

Vice President

Dr Shivendra Mathur
Registrar
Dr Krishnaswamy
Kasturirangan
Former Director - ISRO

Prof. Ashok Misra

Prof. Arun Nigavekar

Prof. Rajeev Sangal

Former Director- IIT
Bombay

Former Chairperson- University
Grants Commission

Former Director, IIT (BHU),
Varanasi

Dr Ratna Sanyal
Dean – Research

Prof Sudip Sanyal
Dean – Engineering & Technology

Prof. Vijay V Mandke

Dr R.A. Mashelkar

Prof. Dinesh Singh

Prof. Marmar Mukhopadhyay

Professor, NIIT
University

Former Director General,
CSIR (Council of Scientific &
Industrial Research)

Former Vice Chancellor,
Delhi University

Chairman, Educational
Technology and Management
Academy, Gurgaon

Prof Eswaran Narasimhan
Dean – Industry Collaboration

Major Gen (Retd)
Ashok Kumar Singh
Dean – Student Affairs

Prof. Karmeshu

Prof. V Rajaraman

Prof. Sugata Mitra

Formerly Professor in School
of Computer & Systems
Sciences, Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU) New Delhi

Honorary Professor Supercomputer Education &
Research Centre, Indian Institute
of Science, Bangalore

Professor Emeritus, NIIT University,
Prof of Educational Technology,
Newcastle University UK & Former
Visiting Professor, MIT Media Lab

Leadership
is the capacity
to translate
vision into
reality.
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DR. KARAN SINGH
FIRST CHAIRPERSON & CHANCELLOR,
NIIT UNIVERSITY.
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Dr. Karan Singh is recognised among India’s foremost thinkers and leaders. Inducted into the Union
Cabinet in 1967, Dr. Singh was its youngest ever member and has held the portfolios of Tourism & Civil
Aviation, Health & Family Planning and Education & Culture.
He was awarded a Ph.D by the University of Delhi for his thesis on the Political Thought of Sri
Aurobindo. Dr. Karan Singh has written many books and has lectured globally on political science,
philosophy, education, religion and culture. In his long and distinguished career, Dr. Singh has held
some notable positions, including:
•

Ambassador to the United States

•

Indian Member of the UNESCO Executive Board

•

Four-time Member of the Lok Sabha and a Member of the Rajya Sabha

•

Chancellor of Jammu & Kashmir University, Jawaharlal Nehru University & Banaras Hindu University

•

President of the People’s Commission on Environment & Development

•

Chairman of the Temple of Understanding, a global interfaith organisation

•

Member of the Club of Rome, the Club of Budapest, & the Green Cross International.

•

Chairman, Ethics Committee of the Upper House of Parliament

•

Chairman, Governing Board of the Auroville Foundation

•

President of the Indian Council for Cultural Relations, rank of Central Cabinet Minister
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Academics at NU
The academic work undertaken by students is carefully
planned with the right mix of research and industry
relevant subjects taught predominantly through projectbased learning. Flexibility to choose courses, academic
weightage to co-curricular activities, continuous
innovation in teaching-learning are some of the
hallmarks of academics at NU.

Holistic Programme Design

Individualised Curriculum
One-third of the programme can be individualised by students based on their interests and career aspirations.
The curriculum components that can be customised are:
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Open Electives

Audit Courses

Professional Electives

Free Electives

R & D Project

Capstone Project

Industry Practice

Summer Internship

AOC Activity
Oriented Courses

LTP Learning
Technology Project

Technology Based Teaching Learning

Minor Programme

NU believes in leveraging technology to:

Minor programme is a separate optional certificate
programme that runs parallel to the degree programme
and is offered in an area of study other than discipline of
degree programme thus letting students add value in the
job market. A student can undertake additional courses
in diverse areas such as Finance, Entrepreneurship and
Business Analytics.

•

Inculcate Higher Order Complex Thinking

•

Make studies meaningful for students

•

Improve student experience

•

Prepare students for work environment of the future

Pedagogic initiatives such as U2K (Unknown to Known),
Nanoelectronics Premiere League, and Learning
Technologies Project are undertaken. Through these
innovations, advanced subjects normally taught at the
masters and doctoral levels are brought into the classroom
of 1st year B.Tech programmes.

University Induction Programme –
Resonance
Resonance is a three-week induction programme
conducted for incoming students. It is designed to make
students feel at home and become familiar with their
campus, fellow students, faculty and academic life.
During Resonance, students participate in:
•

Outdoor activities - Valley crossing & Trekking in the
1000-acre ecosystem that adjoins NU campus

•

Tree planting and nurturing to inculcate the 'give-backto-nature' attitude

•

Stimulating sessions on 'Learning to Learn', 'Puzzles for
Algorithmic Thinking', etc.
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Credits through Co-Curricular Activities
NU’s objective is to build in its students a holistic personality that is integral for
success today. The 24*7 residential campus provides a variety of experiences outside
the classroom, which are a part of the co-curricular domain.
Undergraduate students can take the following co-curricular activities as 1-credit
courses during the programme:
•

Connect with Community & Nature

•

Dance & Music

•

Fine & Digital Arts

•

Organising and managing University/Students’ activity or events

•

Photography

•

Health Exercise & Sports

•

Theatre

•

Swachh Bharat

•

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan

Design My Future Initiative
Fresher NUtons undergo a well-designed workshop – 'Design My Future' (DMF) as part
of NU's Induction programme - Resonance. DMF is a specially designed programme
conducted by invited experts.
As part of the workshop, every student takes an exercise to find out the careers they are
most suited for. At the end of the workshop students are able to define their Career, Vision
& Purpose and a roadmap to achieve the same.
The Design My Future initiative goes beyond the workshop and provides individual
mentoring to the fresher students for the entire 4 year duration at NU. Mentors include NU
faculty, CIC mentors and external industry experts.

Resonance > Credits through Co-Curricular Activities > Design My
Future Workshop
14
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Areas and
Programmes
NU offers academic programmes ranging from Bachelors to Doctoral
in diverse disciplines such as Electronics & Communications, Computer
Science, Biotechnology, Management Science, Educational Technology
and Geographic Information Systems.

Prof Debashis Sengupta
Area Director
MS, Assumption University,
Thailand

Computer Science & Engineering
Computer Science & Engineering programmes focus
on building a strong foundation in mathematical and
algorithmic concepts. Consistent with NU’s core principle
of being Industry-linked, all the programmes prepare
the students for the industry through their innovative
curriculum, research projects and 6-month Industry
Practice. The latest addition to NU CSE is the Digital
Transformation Technologies curriculum.
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Prof Soumyadeep Chakraborty
Area Director
PhD, IIT Guwahati
MTech, West Bengal University of Technology, Kolkata
BTech, West Bengal University of Technology, Kolkata

Biotechnology
The Biotechnology programme at NU focuses on the development of theoretical knowledge base as well as the business
needs of the Biotechnology sector. It comprises a flexible model where the course content continuously evolves with
the rapid changes occurring in the Biotechnology industry. The courses provide competence in Biotechnology through
training in the areas of Microbiology, Biological Chemistry, Analytical Techniques, Molecular Biology and Bioinformatics.

"

Individualisation of curriculum. An essential
ingredient to create original thinkers who will lead
the knowledge society of tomorrow.

"

Prof Shivendra Nath Sharan
Area Director
PhD, IIT Delhi
M.Sc Applied Physics, BIT Mesra
B.Sc Physics Honours, Bhagalpur University

Electronics & Communication Engineering
Programmes in Electronics & Communication Engineering aim to create professionals
who can engineer large, relevant and robust electronics & communications systems. These
programmes use Industry-linked Project-based Learning wherein students apply what
they learn by executing mini-projects of relevance to the industry. This not only minimises
the gap between classroom and practice but also orients the student to solve current and
future industry problems.
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Dr. Sushil Kalyani
Area Director
PhD, University of Rajasthan
PGCPF, IIM Indore
MBA (Finance)
MA(Business Economics)

Management Sciences
The Management Area at NU is a preferred destination for the brightest students. More than 1000 students have
graduated from NU with average salaries that are amongst the highest in the country.
The Management Area offers programmes at Undergraduate, PG Diploma, Masters and Doctoral (PhD) levels. These
programmes have been well-accepted both by academia & industry and have created a reputation for academic
robustness.

Dr. Suman Sanyal
Area Director
PhD, Missouri University of Science and Technology, USA
M.Sc., IIT Kharagpur
B.Sc., Presidency College, Calcutta

Mathematics & Basic Sciences
The Mathematics and Basic Sciences Area offers a thorough grounding in the fundamentals of selected topics
from Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, etc. that are required for Computer Science, Electronics, Communications &
Biotechnology engineering. The Area also handles advanced courses in Mathematics necessary for specialisations
such as Data Sciences, Big Data, etc. Faculty from the area work closely with faculty of engineering to offer
comprehensive and meaningful projects to BTech students.
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Prof. Vijay V Mandke
Area Director
PhD, IIT Kanpur
MTech, IIT Kanpur
BTech, IIT Bombay in Electrical Engineering

Educational Technology
The Educational Technology Area at NIIT University engages with industries and enterprises to collaborate on
research initiatives. The area also runs the Educational Technology Innovation Centre (ETIC) that provides a platform
for nurturing budding research scholars at NU while participating in challenging and exciting projects. ETIC acts
as an incubator of ideas and novel practices in Knowledge and Technology Transformation. With a rich resource
base of new media technologies and information processing interventions, the Centre provides opportunities to
strengthen learning processes and ensure effective outcomes across all University academic programmes. It offers
the masters programme – MTech in Educational Technology for working professionals and teachers. It also offers the
undergraduate course, Learning Project Technology course (LTP) to all BTech students.

Dr. Vaihsali J Shinde
Area Director
PhD, Pune University
M.A. English, Shivaji University, Kolhapur
B.A. English, Shivaji University, Kolhapur
B.Ed. English & History, Pune University

Humanities and Social Sciences
NIIT University believes in the holistic development of students. In addition to technical
& management learning and teaching workplace skills, NU focuses on systematic
exposure to various societal aspects of human civilization and nurturing of the creative
mind. The undergraduate curriculum is constructed to provide ample exposure to the
Humanities and Social Science (HSS) area. UG Students are required to do one HSS
course every semester, in History, Literature, Ethics or Economics.
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Laboratories at NU
Data Science and Simulation Lab
Microcontroller & Embedded Systems Lab
Advanced VLSI Lab
Cyber Security Lab
Digital Signal Processing Lab
Antenna & Microwave Propagation Lab
Wireless Communication Lab
Molecular Biology Lab
Fermentation Lab
Educational Technology Innovation Centre

Hand glove made by NU student to play video games

Research

"

Research is to see what everybody else has seen,
and to think what nobody else has thought.

Research at NU is multidisciplinary in nature, spanning across multiple labs and
innovation centres. NU has collaboration with research institutes and consortia
around the world. NU faculty is engaged in a wide, integrated and solutions-driven
research spectrum.
Every student (including undergraduate students) undertakes research from the first
year. Our well-equipped laboratories and research culture keep our students actively
engaged in a variety of research projects. Many of our students publish research
papers at the undergraduate level itself.
NU students are engaged in the research areas of:
•

Spatially-Aware Recommender Systems

•

Location-based Services

•

Special Feature Extraction

•

Wireless Sensor Networks

•

Vehicular Networking

•

Cognitive Radio

•

Pedagogic Research based on Learning
Engineering

•

Mobile Healthcare

•

Enzymatic/Glucose Biosensor Technology

•

NGS Data Analysis

•

Computer Aided Drug Discovery

•

Nanotechnology

•

Immunology

NURap (NU Research Assistantship Programme) and NUTap (NU Travel Assistantship Programme)
enable students to work on research projects and present conference papers.
20

"
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Student Facilities
Nestled in the Aravali range, the 100-acre NIIT University Campus is among the greenest and
most eco-friendly campuses in the country. It provides students with a quiet, pollution-free
atmosphere that is conducive for the development of the mind, body and soul.

Hostel

NU hostels are designed to provide students with the
comfort and feeling of being at home away from home.
State-of-the-art security technology is deployed to
ensure the complete safety of all residents in the hostel.
Key facilities:

Recognized Amongst the Cleanest Campuses by MHRD minister Sh. Prakash Javadekar
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•

Green Air Conditioning

•

24x7 Wi-Fi connectivity

•

24x7 Access to NU Online Library and Learning 		
Systems

•

Single entry & round-the-clock security

•

Separate hostel facilities for Boys and Girls

•

Single, Double and Triple sharing accommodation
for boys

•

Single accommodation for girls

•

Fully furnished rooms with furniture &
geo-thermal cooling

•

Laundry facility

•

House-keeping services

•

Common rooms equipped with TV, RO Water 		
Cooler, Coffee & Tea Vending machines and
Microwave Ovens

•

Additional security in the girls hostel with female
security guards, resident lady warden and biometric
controlled access
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Medical Facilities
The Health Centre at the NU campus is equipped to handle common health problems needing medical
attention as well as medical emergencies.
•

Round-the-clock Medical Assistant

•

Doctor available for two hours on all working days

•

In emergency cases, students are promptly evacuated to Kailash Hospital in the University Emergency
Vehicle, accompanied by University Staff

Dining
Three Dining Halls are available on campus. These dining halls are common to both students and staff.
Breakfast, Lunch, High Tea and Dinner are served in the dining halls. The menu is decided by the Mess
Committee that consists of students and staff. The campus also houses a late-night cafeteria, a tuck shop
and a cafe.

Library
The library at NU is a major attraction for students as it is designed to stimulate intellectual pursuits in
a conducive ambience. NU Library and Information Resources Centre provides multiple resources for
learning, teaching and research - books, e-books, journals, e-journals, videos and access to digital libraries,
reflecting the changing student requirements. The e-library resources can be accessed 24x7 from anywhere
on the campus.

Sports
NU students are actively encouraged to enjoy sports on
campus. Apart from the regular inter-batch and inter-house
competitions, NU students participate in various sports
competitions across the country.
Outdoor sports facilities for:
Athletics | Badminton | Basketball | Cricket |
Football | Hockey | Badminton | Tennis | Volleyball
Indoor sports facilities for:
Chess | Carrom | Multi-gym | Snooker

| Table Tennis

Green air-conditioning
Green air-conditioning is a pioneering initiative at NU which
harnesses the power of nature to build a scientific, costeffective and sustainable air-conditioning system. As an
educational institution committed to sustainability, NU took
a leap in working with fresh air systems. This system brought
dramatic changes in our Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and also
reduced our University’s carbon footprint significantly. All
hostels, offices and classrooms have greatly benefited from the
fresh-air systems that uses 'Earth Air Tunnels' (EAT) for cooling.
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Campus Life
Vibrant social and recreational activities form the
heart of campus life at NU. Various fests and cultural
events provide opportunities to individuals to exhibit
and develop their innate talent. Some key events at NU
include:
IngeNUity
NU’s annual techno-cultural university fest, IngeNUity is
organised, coordinated, and executed by the students,
and hence displays the best of talent at NU. It is a threeday fest featuring more than 40 sub events. The fest
receives extensive participation from colleges in Delhi
NCR and Jaipur as well as other cities across the country.

SiNUsoid
SiNUsoid is NU's Annual technical festival having
multiple technical competitions ranging from robotics
to competitive programming, exhibitions, lectures and
workshops for the students.
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Student Clubs
NU has numerous clubs, most of them self-organised
by the students to meet their extra and co-curricular
interests. Club activities are regularly organised on
campus and off-campus as well.

 NU SAHAS – Adventure Club
 NU INSTILLS – Photography Club
 NU KAVISHALA – Poetic Society
 NU VIVIDHA – Arts Club
 NU Robotics Club
 NU ASTREA – Astronomy Club
 NU RUNS – Running Club
 NU IMPETUS – Dance Club
 NU Social Media Club
 NU Debating Society
 NU Rangmanch – Theatre Club
 Electronics & Computer Gaming Club
 NU Yoga Club
 NU PRISM - Fashion Society
 NU VERISMO – Music Club
 NU Movie Club
26
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NUtons

NU students hail from all over the country, bringing with them ideas, different viewpoints and stories. Allowing
a confluence of cultures ensuring that students of NU are prepared for the diverse world that awaits.

Community Connect
Community Connect is a unique feature demonstrating seamless
education at NIIT University. It is practised across all NU programmes. The
initiative focuses on developing students who are well-rooted in the Indian
environment. This idea is translated into reality, through an audit course in
Community Connect for every student. The course requires Each One (NU
student) to Teach One (school student in a rural school in the vicinity).
The course enables students to get a closer perspective of the rural/semirural educational system in India and to appreciate the real-life conditions
of society at large and rural-communities in particular.
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The Asian Lenses Forum (TALF)
The Asian Lenses Forum was instituted to initiate
a shift in perspective. Much of what Asians know
of themselves is from the prism of western writers,
historians and thinkers. It is this western lens that
we are trying to shift, to view ourselves through our
own, diverse lenses. This is being done by fostering
a better understanding of our heritage, legacy &
innate strengths. The inherent objective is to establish
a robust foundation for Asia's youth, to build an
aspirational future with confidence.

The Asian Lenses Forum
An NU initiative
A coalition of committed thought leaders, opinion
makers and informed youth, TALF aims to prepare
the young Asian generations to find their deserved
place in this rapidly changing global environment.
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Start-Ups
NU provides the necessary ecosystem to encourage
students to start their own business ventures.
Several activities are conducted to encourage an
entrepreneurial spirit in its students from conducting
seminars and workshops to individual mentoring
by business leaders in business, technical and legal
matters. NU students have risen to the occasion and
launched and aunched several successful start-ups.
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RAAV Techlabs

Czar Securities

(http://www.raav.in/)

(https://www.czarsecurities.com/)

RAAV Techlabs is data analytics company that offers
real time, customized, smart analytical solutions
for quality assessment in the food industry. They
provide solutions that offer fast, rapid and robust
quality analysis of organic raw materials and finished
products. RAAV Techlabs is incubated under iCreate
(International Centre for Entrepreneurship and
Technology), a joint venture between Gujarat Mineral
Development Corporation Limited (GMDC) and
Gujarat Entrepreneurship and Venture Promotion
Foundation (GEVPF).

Based in France, Czar Securities provides innovative
solutions in web application security. Currently they
are building an ecosystem of products and services
to make information security more accessible
and easy-to-use. They have been a part of Berlin
Techstars accelerator programme and have received
grant from the French government under French
Tech Ticket programme. They also received the
'Most Innovative Security Company' award by Shri
Narendra Modi, Prime Minister of India, at the Global
Conference on Cyber Security

AT-LEAD
(http://atlead.co.in/)
AT-Lead is India’s leading Quadcopter manufacturing company of GIS Mapping
and Drone Surveillance and Vigilance. The company has a strength of 100+
professionals and has 12 international clients with a manufacturing plant in China.

PeerXP Technologies
(https://peerxp.com/)
PeerXP is a NASSCOM incubated company founded by three NUtons turned
Entrepreneurs. The company offers DevOps and Software Automation solutions.
They also develop Custom Data Management & Analytics Apps and EdTech Products. Their current customers include NIIT, Aricent, GMR, PwC and
Government of India.
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Industry
Sponsored
Programmes
NU believes that collaboration between the university and industry
can have a deep impact on the progress and growth of both. In order
to achieve this, NU has launched a suite of Industry Sponsored Post
Graduate Programmes along with leading organisations.
This set of programmes have been designed to support collaboration
between industry and academia, providing with an opportunity to
enhance and leverage their relationship. One of the guiding principles
of this collaboration is the spirit of symbiotic co-operation. The industry
offers knowledge of business practices and trends, and the university
contributes proven frameworks, concepts, methodology and expertise.
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Interaction with Dr.Kiran Mazumdar Shaw, Founder-Chairperson, Biocon Limited

Some of the partners with whom NU has executed and are running industry sponsored programmes are:
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Industry
Practice and
Placements
Industry Practice is a flagship course in all the programmes at NIIT University. Every
student has the opportunity to transfer learning from classroom to the workplace
in a six-month long industry immersion. During Industry Practice, the student works
on a live project of the organisation under direct mentorship of the faculty and
the industry supervisor. Industry Practice makes the transition from a student to a
professional, seamless and smooth.
Placement at NU is handled by the Centre for Industry Collaboration. True to the core
principle of Industry-linked education, NU CIC team has built strong connections
with the leading organisations in the country. To facilitate career development, our
placement specialists work with faculty coordinators from NU along with student
representatives from each stream.

Unique 3-member mentorship during
Industry Practice

Student
in IP
Off
Campus
Faculty
Mentor

Industry
Mentor
University
Faculty
Mentor
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AND 678 MORE INDUSTRY PARTNERS
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Programmes
BACHELORS & INTEGRATED MASTERS PROGRAMMES

BTech Computer Science &
Engineering (CSE)

BTech Electronics & Communication
Engineering (ECE)

BTech Biotechnology
(BT)

Specialisation

Specialisation

Specialisation

• Big Data Engineering

• Robotics & Automation

• Industrial Biotechnology

• Data Science

• Internet of Things

• Plant Biotechnology

• Cyber Security

• Data Science

• Food Biotechnology

• Artificial Intelligence

• Wireless Communication

• Environmental Biotechnology

• Cloud Computing

• Communication & Signal Processing

• Bioinformatics

• VLSI & Embedded Systems
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4-Year Integrated MBA
(iMBA)

4-Year Integrated MSc Computer
Science [iMSc (CS)]

5-Year Integrated MTech
(iMTech)

Specialisation

Specialisation

Specialisation

• Marketing & Marketing Analytics

• Big Data Engineering

• Computer Science & Engineering

• Entrepreneurship

• Data Science

• Electronics & Communication Engineering

• Finance, Banking & Fintech

• Cyber Security

• Biotechnology

• Business Analytics

• Mobile Technologies & Applications

• Educational Technology

• Communication & Media Studies

• Cloud Computing

• Geographic Information Systems

• Digital & Social Media Marketing

• Computational Biology
• Bioinformatics
37

MASTERS & PhD PROGRAMMES

MTech
Specialisation
• Geographic Information Systems(GIS)
• Education Technology(ET)
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PhD

Expert Talks

Amitabh Kant
CEO, NITI Aayog

Arun Maira
Former Chairman - Boston
Consulting Group

Bhaskar Pramanik
Former Chairman, Microsoft India

K. Kasturirangan
Former Director, ISRO

Kiran Mazumdar
Shaw - Founder & Chaiperson, Biocon

Rajan Anandan
Former Managing Director,
Google India

Rajendra Singh
Waterman of India

Raman Roy
Former Chairman, NASSCOM
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The Mobius Ring symbolising NU's core principle - Seamless
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FOR ADDRESS AND CONTACT NUMBERS OF CENTRAL AND REGIONAL
ADMISSION OFFICES,

VISIT : WWW.NIITUNIVERSITY.IN/CONTACT-US
/niituniv

NH 8, Delhi Jaipur Highway, Neemrana, Rajasthan – 301705

www.niituniversity.in

1800 103 5050
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